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Programs written in a high-level language must somehow be translated into machine code also known as machine language. This section explores three common approaches to carrying out the translation process.



MACHINE CODE

• Consists of a sequence or string of 1’s and 0’s

• Represent very simple, primitive operations

• Different CPU’s often “understand” different codes or languages

• Different operating systems often “understand” different codes or languages

• Programs written in high-level languages must be translated into machine 
language before they can run

• Compiler

• Interpreter

• Hybrid
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Machine code consists of a sequence of 1's and 0's that represent very simple or primitive operations or instructions. The power of a modern computer lies not in the sophistication of the operations that it can perform but rather in the speed at which it can perform those operations. Unless specifically designed to be compatible, different computers, and specifically the CPUs within those computers, typically understand different machine codes or instructions. Furthermore, operating systems provide a runtime environment for programs through a set of services, but how programs access those services varies from one operating system to the next. This all means that programs written for one computer and one operating system may not be compatible with another computer or another operating system. Three techniques for translating programs written in a high-level language into machine code are commonly used.



COMPILER
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In this and the flowing illustrations, computer files are represented by rectangles and executable programs are represented by ovals. A compiler is nothing more than a program that reads a source code file written in a high-level language like C or C++ and translates it into machine code that is then written to an executable program file that consists of machine code.



INTERPRETER
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Programs written in interpreted languages, like JavaScript for example, are translated "on the fly." That is, a program called an interpreter reads the source code file and carries out each high-level instruction without saving the translated result. Interpreted programs run anywhere from 10 to 100 times more slowly than compiled programs but are more portable between computers and operating systems. As long as an appropriate interpreter is available on each computer, a program may be moved between systems further translation.



HYBRID
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Hybrid languages, like Java or C#, employee both a compiler and an interpreter. The compiler reads the source code file and translates it into an intermediate representation (part way between being source code and machine code). This intermediate representation is sometimes called virtual machine code because it looks like machine code but is for a CPU that doesn't exist, that is, a virtual machine. An interpreter, called a virtual machine, reads the intermediate representation (i.e., the virtual machine code) and carries out the virtual machine instructions one at a time. If an appropriate virtual machine program is available on a particular computer, then the virtual machine code can be moved between systems. Hybrid systems are typically much faster than purely interpreted programs, running from 3 to 10 times more slowly than an equivalent program written in a purely compiled language. Many modern hybrid systems use a virtual machine that implements a just in time (JIT) compiler, which translates some of the virtual machine code into native (or real) machine code. The native machine code is not saved and must still run within the virtual machine. Nevertheless, a JIT system typically runs only about 50% more slowly than an equivalent program written in a purely compiled language.
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